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About This Content

Three new episodes "A Brilliant Scheme", "Elite" and "Struggle to Survive" will be added to your Survey Mission.

*This product is included in Episode All Set which contains all 9 episodes. Be careful not to make multiple purchases of the
same item.

* The images are from an in-development build and may differ from the final version.
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Title: Attack on Titan - Episode 3
Genre: Action
Developer:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7, Windows® 8.1, Windows® 10

Processor: Core i7 870 2.8GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce GTS 450

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 25 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c over

Additional Notes: Pixel Shader 3.0 over 3D Accelerator chip , VRAM 1GB over

English,French,German,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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This game is really cool!
Moving and shooting is so much fun compared to wave shooter. (And I like wave shooter!)
I really fell I'm playing a competitive multiplayer shooter but in VR.
The simple graphics are a very good idea for:
-very good performance
-understanding of the world, which is very important considering the low resolution of headset

You may have motion sickness, but for me, the more I play 'moving VR' the less I'm annoyed by motion sickness, so let's frag

And the game is not expensive. Really enjoyed every single episode of the game due to a good story. Thank you, dear
developers (:. The idea of this game is very good. The execution of this idea and gameplay is not too bad but also not very good.
It's a fun game but I won't be addicted to this game because sometimes it's too easy or becomes too repetetive. However I like
the complex supply chains and the ability to always expand your company. At the end I would recommend this game because it
is fun, without significant bugs or problems and the overall gameplay is good. However, do not expect too much of it.. What a
magnificent game!. Not having a H-Scene isn't a problem. This -Flight Diary- looks like a whole new game (New mechanisms I
guess, I don't really know what to say). By the way, Is there a Akari's route?
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The kalypso launcher just does not work correctly. I have installed and registered the game earlier, but when I now reinstalled it
via steam it refuses to log me in saying the key i registered to my account is already used, by the account I'm trying to log in
with .... I guess I'm spoiled with the newer games, but this seemed lame.. I also covered this game on YouTube: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NOQ0ezUyoLg

Disclosure: I was provided a review code for this by the developers.

This game claims to be inspired by 90s classics and while I would agree with that, to me it feels more influenced by 90s PC
shmup classics. This plays at a slower, far less manic pace that many Japanese arcade and console shmups and much more like
something such as Raptor: Call of Shadows. If you're not into that pace, then you absolutely won't like that. If you are however,
this is a good score attack shmup with a number of different levels and some unique mechanics.

Unlike most shmups where you only control the position of your ship on screen and shoot straight forward, BattleStorm also
allows you to control your rotation, giving you two axis on which to aim. It's vital to take advantage of this to deal with some of
the larger enemy formations later in the game. You can also drop air-to-ground bombs on surface level targets, some of which
will shoot at you, others of which are just structures which add to score.

Beyond simply completing the level, you have a score multiplier that you'll want to maintain through as much of the level as
possible as each has an independent online leaderboard that your score will upload to upon either finishing the level or dying.
During play, you'll encounter a number of different powerups at random including additional weapons, upgrades for your
existing ones, multiplier and score bonuses and health recharges. The randomness of these drops can throw off the balance of
the leaderboards at times but given how each level only takes a couple of minutes to finish, repeated runs can be done quickly
and the balance of the drops tends to even out in general I find.

The enemy and particularly, the boss variety are lacking somewhat. Some of the enemy designs are interesting but repeat
frequently and the bosses all feel like variations of the same model, where they just put guns on in a different modular order. In
addition, despite being playable in widescreen resolutions, there are always black bars on the side of the play area, as if a 4:3
ratio is being forced on you for no apparent reason.

Despite these flaws, I still finished all the levels in BattleStorm and have played through others multiple times to improve my
score. It's simple but great fun in short busts. If it was more than $5, I'd say it might not be the best value but for it's asking
price, I think it's a fine shmup for those who can appreciate slower pace ones..
pewpewpewpewpewpewpewpewpewpewpewpewpewpewpewpewpewpew good but could be better.
Zombie AI is terrible and you can't see through certain angles.. Feels quite Larryesque to me, I'm having a lot of fun.
There are some good references to the old games - love the age check, which was easier to pass than in my childhood, when we
needed to try and error us through all the questions so we could play the game. :)
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